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Trump faces rare rebuke

PM puts lockdown easing on hold

Victoria records 627 Covid cases

President Donald Trump repeatedly tests
the Republican Party’s limits on issues
including race, trade and immigration.
Now he has struck a boundary. GOP
officials from New Hampshire to
Mississippi to Iowa quickly pushed back
against Trump’s suggestion on Thursday
that it might be necessary to delay the
November election – which he cannot
do without congressional approval –
because of the unfounded threat of
voter fraud.

A further easing of lockdown across
England has been postponed as the
Prime Minister warned the country
“cannot be complacent” amid a rise in
the prevalence of coronavirus in the
community. Measures due to be lifted
on Saturday, including allowing small
wedding receptions and reopening
bowling alleys and casinos, have been
postponed for at least two weeks. Face
coverings will also become mandatory in
indoor settings.

Victoria’s lockdown measures could
become stricter, and there is no certainty
about when they will end, as coronavirus
numbers remain stubbornly high. The
state recorded its second highest tally
of 627 new cases, and eight deaths,
as Victoria topped 10,000 total cases.
Premier Daniel Andrews said the
lockdown, scheduled to end in midAugust, could not be lifted with case
numbers so high, and flagged further
restrictions were possible.
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Plasma donation urged

Visits blamed for virus spread

We should wear masks – Expert

President Donald Trump and Dr Anthony
Fauci have joined together to plead
with those who have recovered from
coronavirus to donate their plasma. “If
you’ve had the virus, if you donate, it
would be a terrific thing,” said Trump
at the Red Cross headquarters in
Washington. “We really need donations
of the plasma, to those that have had
the virus. You’ve gotten through it. And
I guess that means you have something
very special there. Right?”

The spread of coronavirus is largely due
to people visiting family and friends and
not keeping to social distancing rules, the
Health Secretary has said. Matt Hancock
said test and trace data has shown
“most of the transmission is happening
between households” and between
people visiting family and friends.
“One of the terrible things about this
virus is it thrives on the sort of social
contact that makes life worth living and
that is a serious problem with the virus.”

All Australians should consider wearing
face masks to protect themselves from
coronavirus, one of the nation’s top
health officials says. All Victorians will be
required to masks from next week, but
Deputy Chief Medical Officer Michael
Kidd says every Australian should
“absolutely” consider it. “I think people
should be considering wearing masks,
but particularly in those areas where we
have community transmission,” he said.
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Hong Kong postpones elections

Eurozone suffers record drop

Documents reveal Covid planing

Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam has
announced that the government will
postpone highly anticipated legislative
elections by one year, citing a worsening
coronavirus outbreak in the semiautonomous Chinese city. The Hong
Kong government is invoking an
emergency ordinance in delaying the
elections. Lam said the government has
the support of the Chinese government
in making the decision to hold the
elections on September 5, 2021.

The economy of the 19-country eurozone
shrank by a devastating 12.1 per cent
during the second quarter from the
quarter before as coronavirus lockdowns
froze business and consumer activity. It
was the largest drop on record. Spain,
which suffered a severe virus outbreak
that devastated its tourism industry, with
minus 18.5 per cent. Italy and Portugal
were also hard hit but no country
escaped. It was the biggest decline since
the records started in 1995.

The government massively
underestimated the number of people
who would be returning to New
Zealand – and the cost of keeping them
in managed isolation, according to
documents released today. Hundreds of
documents related to the government’s
pandemic response were released,
including a Cabinet paper which put the
estimated cost of managed isolation
hotels at $195 million for the first six
months, based on 190 arrivals a day.
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Money laundering doesn’t pay

Virus sees Champagne lose fizz

Covid brings home bacon

Money laundering is not a good idea,
as a South Korean found out when
he or she put banknotes in a washing
machine to remove possible traces of
the coronavirus. Officials say the loss was
considerable. The person living in Ansan
city, near Seoul, placed an unspecified
amount of 50,000-won ($42) bills in a
washing machine earlier this year. Some
of the money was seriously damaged,
and the person asked the Bank of Korea
if it could be exchanged for new bills.

Champagne is losing its fizz. For months,
lockdown put the cork on weddings,
dining out, parties and international
travel – all key sales components for the
French luxury wine marketed for decades
as a sparkling must at any celebration.
Producers in France’s eastern
Champagne region, headquarters of
the global industry, say they’ve lost an
estimated €1.7 billion ($2 billion) in sales
for this year, as turnover fell by a third – a
hammering unmatched in living memory.

The gruesome prospect of mass
slaughters of pigs on farms because of
over-supply prompted the government
to buy 12,000 carcasses during
lockdown – and donate them to food
banks. Hundreds more papers related
to the government’s Covid-19 pandemic
response were released today. One
paper revealed Agriculture Minister
Damien O’Connor asked Cabinet to
approve a $5.8 million purchase of 2000
pigs a week.
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Trump faces rare rebuke
from GOP

Fauci, Trump urge
plasma donation

President Donald Trump repeatedly tests the Republican
Party’s limits on issues including race, trade and
immigration. Now he has struck a boundary.

President Donald Trump and Dr Anthony Fauci joined
together to plea with those who have recovered from
coronavirus to donate their plasma.

GOP officials from New Hampshire to Mississippi to Iowa
quickly pushed back against Trump’s suggestion on Thursday
that it might be necessary to delay the November election –
which he cannot do without congressional approval – because
of the unfounded threat of voter fraud. They reassured
voters that the election would proceed on the constitutionally
mandated day as it has for more than two centuries.
Iowa Senator Chuck Grassley was especially blunt: “All I can
say is, it doesn’t matter what one individual in this country says.
We still are a country based on the rule of law, and we want to
follow the law.”
New Hampshire Governor Chris Sununu vowed his state
would hold its November elections as scheduled: “End
of story.” Rep. Liz Cheney, R-Wyo., who leads the House
Republican Conference, said, “The resistance to this idea
among Republicans is overwhelming.”
The top Republicans in the House and Senate, who have
spent the past four years championing Trump in Congress, also
distanced themselves from the notion of a delayed election.
It was a rare rebuke for Trump from his fellow Republicans
but one that might not last. There was little conservative
opposition to Trump’s broader push to raise questions about
the legitimacy of the November 3 election, including his
suggestion that a delayed result because of mail-in ballots
would be a sign of fraud.
The simple reality remains that Republicans up and down
the ballot this fall need Trump’s fervent base on their side to
have any chance of winning. ■

“If you’ve had the virus, if you donate, it would be a terrific
thing,” said Trump at the Red Cross headquarters in
Washington.
“We really need donations of the plasma, to those that have
had the virus. You’ve gotten through it. And I guess that means
you have something very special there. Right? So we would
appreciate that. It would help a lot of people.”
People who have recovered from the coronavirus have
developed antibodies to the virus that remain in the plasma
portion of their blood.
By transfusing plasma from a person who has recovered
from Covid-19 into a patient still fighting the virus, it can boost
their immune system and potentially help them recover.
“We’re talking about another important part of intervention,”
said Dr Fauci.
“It’s the intervention early in infection to prevent people
from needing to go to the hospital. And that’s really what
convalescent plasma is, because the mechanism of it, it
is directed against the virus. It’s taking the machinery that
Frances has spoken about that the body makes to get a
protein to block the virus.” ■
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Boris puts lockdown
easing on hold

Visits with family, friends
blamed for virus spread

A further easing of lockdown across England has been
postponed as the Prime Minister warned the country
“cannot be complacent” amid a rise in the prevalence of
coronavirus in the community.

The spread of coronavirus is largely due to people visiting
family and friends and not keeping to social distancing
rules, the Health Secretary has said.
Matt Hancock said test and trace data has shown “most of the
transmission is happening between households” and between
people visiting family and friends.
His comments came after it was announced that people
from different households in Greater Manchester, and parts
of east Lancashire and West Yorkshire would be banned from
meeting each other inside their homes or in gardens following
a spike in cases.
“Whenever anybody tests positive, the vast majority of them
we manage to speak to, and we ask which contacts they’ve had,
and that’s shown that the vast majority of contact of people
who have the virus, other than people in their own household
… is from households visiting and then visiting friends and
relatives,” Hancock said.
“One of the terrible things about this virus is it thrives on the
sort of social contact that makes life worth living and that is a
serious problem with the virus.”
Hancock said two households could still meet “at a social
distance in a public place outdoors”, such as a park where
there is lots of space, but meeting another household in pub
gardens or outdoor restaurant space is not allowed.
Dr Michael Head, senior research fellow in global health
at the University of Southampton, said: “Meeting indoors,
particularly within the house of a friend or relative”, increased
the risks of transmission.
“There will be prolonged close contact, potentially over several
hours. Rooms in households will be smaller and may be less well
ventilated than in other larger indoors environments such as
restaurants. There may be increased touching of shared objects,
such as cutlery, and those meeting may well hug and kiss.
“All of these activities individually pose a small risk, but if
enough low-risk activities take place, then the overall risk of
transmission of Covid-19 increases.” ■

Measures due to be lifted on Saturday, including allowing small
wedding receptions and reopening bowling alleys and casinos,
have been postponed for at least two weeks.
Face coverings will also become mandatory in indoor
settings such as museums and places of worship from August
8, Boris Johnson said.
And England’s Chief Medical Officer Chris Whitty warned that
it might not be possible to ease lockdown further.
The announcement came after local lockdown measures
were announced in parts of the north west of England of parts
of West Yorkshire, banning people from different households
meeting indoors or in gardens following a spike in virus cases.
“As we see these rises around the world, we can’t fool
ourselves that we are exempt. We must be willing to react to
the first signs of trouble,” Johnson said.
He said that with numbers rising “our assessment is that we
should squeeze that brake pedal … in order to keep the virus
under control”.
The Office for National Statistics said there had been
an increase in the number of people testing positive for
coronavirus in England.
According to the ONS, between July 20 and 26 there were
around 0.78 new Covid-19 infections for every 10,000 people
in the community population in England – equal to around
4,200 new cases per day.
This was up from an estimated 2800 new cases a day in the
previous week.
Prof Whitty said: “I think what we’re seeing from the data
from ONS and other data is that we have probably reached
near the limit or the limits of what we can do in terms of
opening up society.” ■
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Victoria records 627
Covid cases

Aussies should
‘absolutely’ wear masks

Victoria’s lockdown measures could become stricter,
and there is no certainty about when they will end, as
coronavirus numbers remain stubbornly high.

All Australians should consider wearing face masks to
protect themselves from coronavirus, one of the nation’s
top health officials says.

The state recorded its second highest tally of 627 new cases,
and eight deaths, as Victoria topped 10,000 total cases.
Premier Daniel Andrews said the lockdown, scheduled to
end in mid-August, could not be lifted with case numbers so
high, and flagged further restrictions were possible.
“Public health experts from the Victorian team, together
working with colleagues at a national level, will spend the next
day looking through in fine detail, looking for trends to have
a really clear sense of exactly what is presenting and exactly
what the nature of our challenge is,” he said.
“We cannot open up with these numbers, we cannot open
up with significantly less than these numbers.”
The premier issued the warning after revealing an alarming
number of Victorians who have tested positive for Covid-19
were not staying home, with more than 100 referred to police.
Australian Defence Force personnel and public health
officials did more than 500 visits to positive cases on Thursday,
but one in four were not home.
“There were more than 130 unsuccessful visits,” he said.
“There’ll be a multitude of reasons for that, but what I
can confirm for you is that more than 100 cases have been
referred to Victoria Police.”
The premier said there was no excuse for people who have
tested positive not to be isolating.
“It is simply unacceptable for you to have this virus and not
be at home,” he said.
Opposition leader Michael O’Brien said the government
needed harsher punishments for those who breached isolation
rules.
“Whether it’s hotel quarantine at their expense, whether it’s
monitoring bracelets or really tough fines, we cannot afford to
let these people put the rest of us at risk,” he said. ■

All Victorians will be required to masks from next week, but
Deputy Chief Medical Officer Michael Kidd says every Australian
should “absolutely” consider it.
“I think people should be considering wearing masks,
but particularly in those areas where we have community
transmission,” he said.
Health officials have previously advised people in areas
where community transmission is occurring and social
distancing can’t be complied with to wear masks.
It comes as Woolworths is encouraging customers and staff
in Queensland coronavirus hotspots to wear masks instore,
with the same advice for all of NSW and the ACT from next
week.
The supermarket chain said it wants to help lead the way in
reducing the spread of the virus.
NSW hasn’t enforced mask use in public, but residents are
being urged to wear one when social distancing isn’t possible.
Hospital staff in NSW have to wear masks if they are within
1.5 metres of patients.
All aged care workers across Victoria are required to wear
face masks.
Kidd has written an opinion article on the benefits of wearing
masks to limit the spread of the virus, noting that it should be
done in conjunction with physical distancing.
“Physical distancing is still the most effective way we have to
stop Covid-19 from spreading – even among people wearing
masks. And the wearing of a mask doesn’t mean you can stop
practising good hand hygiene,” he said.
“A mask can help to prevent the person wearing it from
contracting Covid-19, and stop someone else from becoming
infected.” ■
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Hong Kong Chief Executive Carrie Lam. – AP

South Korean banknotes damaged after being put in a washing machine. – AP
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Hong Kong postpones
elections

Money laundering
doesn’t pay in S Korea

Hong Kong leader Carrie Lam has announced that the
government will postpone highly anticipated legislative
elections by one year, citing a worsening coronavirus
outbreak in the semi-autonomous Chinese city.

Money laundering is not a good idea, as a South Korean
found out when he or she put banknotes in a washing
machine to remove possible traces of the coronavirus.
Officials said the loss was considerable.
The person living in Ansan city, near Seoul, placed an
unspecified amount of 50,000-won ($42) bills in a washing
machine earlier this year. Some of the money was seriously
damaged, and the person reached out to the Bank of Korea to
find out whether it could be exchanged for new bills.
Under bank rules on the exchange of damaged, mutilated
and contaminated banknotes, the person was provided with
the new currency totaling about 23 million won ($19,320), the
Bank of Korea said.
Bank official Seo Jee Woun said the number of 50,000-won
bills the bank exchanged at half value was 507. She said the
bank doesn’t count the number of bills that it cannot exchange
because damage is too great.
She said bank officials didn’t know exactly how much money
the person had tried to wash.
She said the loss would still be “considerable”.
How much the central bank should exchange in a situation
like this depended on how seriously banknotes were damaged.
The bank can provide the new currency at face value if damage
is minimal, but at half value or not at all if damage is significant.
The amount in question was condolence money given by
relatives and friends during a funeral, according to the bank.
How about microwaving money instead?
According to the bank, another person put bills in a
microwave over similar coronavirus concerns earlier this year.
The bank exchanged their damaged money with the new
currency worth 5.2 million won ($4370). Seo said their losses
were not big.
South Korea’s central bank has advised the public to avoid
putting banknotes in a microwave saying its disinfection effect
is unclear. Anti-virus guidelines in South Korea don’t include
sterilizing money in a washing machine either. ■

The Hong Kong government is invoking an emergency
ordinance in delaying the elections. Lam said the government
has the support of the Chinese government in making the
decision to hold the elections on September 5, 2021.
“The announcement I have to make today is the most difficult
decision I’ve had to make in the past seven months,” Lam said.
“We want to ensure fairness and public safety and health,
and need to make sure the election is held in an open, fair and
impartial manner. This decision is therefore essential,” she said.
The postponement is a setback for the pro-democracy
opposition, which was hoping to capitalise on disenchantment
with the current pro-Beijing majority to make gains. A group of
22 lawmakers issued a statement ahead of the announcement
accusing the government of using the outbreak as an excuse
to delay the vote.
“Incumbent pro-democracy legislators, who represent
60 per cent of the public’s opinion, collectively oppose the
postponement and emphasize the responsibility of the
SAR government to make every effort to arrange adequate
anti-epidemic measures to hold elections in September as
scheduled,” the statement said, referring to the territory’s
official name, the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region.
“Otherwise, it is tantamount to uprooting the foundation of
the establishment of the SAR.”
The city of 7.5 million people has seen a surge in coronavirus
infections since the beginning of July. Hong Kong had recorded
more than 3100 infections as of Thursday, more than double
the tally on July 1.
The government has tightened social distancing restrictions,
limiting public gatherings to two people, and banned dining-in
at restaurants after 6pm. ■
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French President Emmanuel Macron. - AP

A waitress serves a glass of champagne at a restaurant in front of the cathedral in Reims in
the Champagne region. – AP
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Eurozone economy
suffers record drop

Pandemic sees
Champagne lose fizz

The economy of the 19-country eurozone shrank by a
devastating 12.1 per cent during the second quarter
from the quarter before as coronavirus lockdowns froze
business and consumer activity. It was the largest drop
on record.

Champagne is losing its fizz. For months, lockdown
put the cork on weddings, dining out, parties and
international travel – all key sales components for the
French luxury wine marketed for decades as a sparkling
must at any celebration.

Spain, which suffered a severe virus outbreak that devastated
its tourism industry, with minus 18.5 per cent. Italy and
Portugal were also hard hit but no country escaped. It was the
biggest decline since the records started in 1995.
For the currency union as a whole it was the biggest decline
since the records started in 1995. For the broader 27-country
European Union, not all of whose members use the euro,
output sagged 11.9 per cent. The decline in Europe compares
with a 9.5 per cent quarter on quarter drop in the United
States.
European governments are countering the recession with
massive stimulus measures. EU leaders have agreed on a €750
billion recovery fund backed by common borrowing to support
the economy from 2021. National governments have stepped
in with loans to keep businesses afloat and wage support
programs that pay workers’ salaries while they are furloughed.
The European Central Bank is pumping €1.35 trillion in newly
printed money into the economy, a step which helps keep
borrowing costs low.
Those support measures have helped keep unemployment
from spiking. The rate rose to 7.8 per cent in June from 7.7 per
cent in May. But many job losses will wind up being permanent
despite the stimulus. Major companies such as Lufthansa,
Daimler and Airbus have said they will cut thousands of jobs.
Economists say the worst of the downturn is past,
concentrated in the months of April and May. Many restrictive
measures have been eased, and business confidence in
Germany, the biggest eurozone economy, has ticked up for
three straight months.
But the outlook is for a long and uncertain climb back to previrus levels that could take until 2022 or longer. ■

Producers in France’s eastern Champagne region,
headquarters of the global industry, say they’ve lost an
estimated €1.7 billion ($2 billion) in sales for this year, as
turnover fell by a third – a hammering unmatched in living
memory, and worse than the Great Depression.
They expect about 100 million bottles to be languishing
unsold in their cellars by the end of the year.
“We are experiencing a crisis that we evaluate to be even
worse than the Great Depression” of 1929, said Thibaut Le
Mailloux of the Champagne Committee, known by its French
acronym CIVC, that represents some 16,000 winemakers.
Recognising the urgency of the problem, the CIVC is
launching unprecedented damage-limitation measures. Like
oil-producing countries, the committee regulates the size of
the harvest each year to avoid the kind of excess production
that would cause bottle prices to plummet. At a meeting
scheduled for August 18, it’s expected to impose a cap so tight
that record quantities of grapes will be destroyed or sold to
distilleries at discounted prices.
The prospect alarms smaller producers, who are more
vulnerable than the big houses.
Anselme Selosse, of Jacques Selosse Champagnes, called it
“an insult to nature” that champagne’s famous grapes might
even be destined to produce alcohol for hand sanitizer, as is
happening in other wine-producing regions such as Alsace
after demand spiked during the pandemic.
“We are to destroy (the grapes) and we pay for them to be
destroyed,” Selosse said, referring to the industry as a whole.
“It’s nothing but a catastrophe.”
“Champagne has never lived through anything like this
before, even in the World Wars,” Selosse added. ■
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Documents reveal Covid
planing

Covid brings home bacon
for food banks

The government massively underestimated the number
of people who would be returning to New Zealand – and
the cost of keeping them in managed isolation, according
to documents released today.

The gruesome prospect of mass slaughters of pigs on
farms because of over-supply prompted the government
to buy 12,000 carcasses during lockdown – and donate
them to food banks.

Hundreds of documents related to the government’s pandemic
response were released this morning.
They included a Cabinet paper on April 17, which put the
estimated cost of managed isolation hotels at $195 million for
the first six months, based on 190 arrivals a day.
However, in the first two and a half months, the bill had
already hit about $80 million and is now forecast to reach half
a billion by the end of the year.
Megan Woods, the minister in charge of managed isolation
facilities, this week announced plans to charge those who
enter New Zealand temporarily or left after the new regulations
come into force.
This is expected to recoup less than $10 million.
Another paper from June 17 on allowing the resumption
of transit visas, noted the risk that some people could be
stranded in New Zealand as border restrictions changed at
short notice.
“If their next country after New Zealand refuses to let them
board, there may not be another flight back to [the country
they just left] so the passenger will have to stay in Auckland in
managed isolation,” it said.
The government expects the already high and increasing
rates of homelessness will be made worse by the social and
economic impacts emerging from Covid-19.
According to a Cabinet committee report on homelessness,
more than 1000 individuals have been housed in motels across
the country.
It said an increase in unemployment and income reductions
are expected to further increase homelessness in both the
immediate future and the longer term. ■

Hundreds more papers related to the government’s Covid-19
pandemic response were released today. One paper revealed
Agriculture Minister Damien O’Connor asked Cabinet to
approve a $5.8 million purchase of 2000 pigs a week.
With independent butchers, Asian retailers and the food
service sector closed in lockdown, half the country’s pork
market disappeared overnight.
New Zealand Pork chief executive David Baines said the
outlook was grim – both for farmers, and for their animals.
As officials noted in the paper, due to the nature of intensive
pig farming and rapid growth, pigs quickly outgrow their pens.
Baines said many farms have weekly breeding cycles.
“It’s not like red meat farming where you can just leave them
in the paddock … most farmers have weekly deliveries of pigs
to go to market.”
Supermarkets upped their orders – but that didn’t come
close to bridging the gap.
As well as the risk to animal welfare from pig pens bursting
at the seams, the government was also worried about farmers
taking matters into their own hands.
A ham-fisted mass culling of animals by farmers who were
“not equipped to do so” would likely attract “negative media
coverage” – and a major public backlash.
The government came to the rescue, buying 2000 pigs a
week for six weeks to cover processing and related transport
costs.
The meat has been distributed – post lockdown – by the
food charity Kiwi Harvest, which supplies 242 social agencies
and hundreds of food banks around the country.
General manager Wikitoria Blandina Diamond said food
donations took a massive hit in lockdown, with manufacturers
closing down and empty supermarket shelves. ■
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